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AssociateProfessor of Psychiatry at the University of Illinois at Chicago.Customer Reviews Most helpful customer reviews 1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.This book is a great resource for the MS3 psychiatry clerkship By hill8018 This book is a greatresource for the MS3 psychiatry clerkship, especially for people who learn from trial
and error ofquestions. Topics were repeated in the answer explanations throughout the book making it easy tolearn high yield topics. There are several items covered in this book that weren't touched on in theshelf examination (such as the different types of psych testing and the cultural delusions), though Istill enjoyed studying from this resource
and found it useful for the examination. 0 of 0 people foundthe following review helpful. Excellent book for Psych NBME shelf! By Do Hyung Kim I got this bookabout 10 days before my psych shelf as a third year medical student. These questions were morespot on than UWorld and I'm really glad to have gone through these questions along with First
AidPsychiatry Clerkship. While some topics were not as high yield on my shelf exam, I believe this bookwas critical in helping me grasp main concepts allowing me to honor my shelf :) See all 2 customerreviews...Reading Book Lange Q&A Psychiatry, 11th Edition By Sean M. Blitzstein ,Book Lange Q&APsychiatry, 11th Edition By Sean M. Blitzstein
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topics included in the USMLE Step 2 and Psychiatry boards, this premium study tool is a great place to solidify your psychiatric knowledge. Closely simulating actual test material, the questions are in the form of clinical vignettes with answers based on the latest therapies for psychiatric diseases and disorders.Install the free version today and jumpstart your studying! We have provided a limited free version of the content that you can try before deciding to upgrade. This version includes a limited amount of practice questions and basic progress metrics.Subscribe today and get access to:• 800+ board-style practice questions with explanations • Covers ALL competencies for the psychiatry
clerkship exam • Up-to-date with latest updates• 230+ tough quiz questions • Unlimited access to ALL categories: • Child and Adolescent Psychiatry • Adult Psychopathology • Somatic Treatment and Psychopharmacology • Psychological Treatment and Management • Legal and Ethical Issues in Psychiatry and Medicine • Differential Diagnosis and
Management • Detailed results tracking• Detailed results tracking showing your strongest and weakest areasThis dynamic study resource also allows you to flag questions as you go, thus allowing for easier review of problem areas. Detailed analytics allows you to review your progress and statistics. This is where you will discover your strengths and
weaknesses. By offering a rigorous review of key pediatric concepts and facts, this tool delivers you the knowledge needed to master the USMLE Step 2 and Psychiatry boards and begin a rewarding professional career. Get access to all questions when you subscribe:• 1 Month: one auto-renewing payment of $17.99• 12 Months: one auto-renewing
payment of $49.99 This app offers two auto-renewing subscription options to help you pass your exam.-Payment will be charged to iTunes Account at confirmation of purchase-Subscription automatically renews unless auto-renew is turned off at least 24-hours before the end of the current period-Account will be charged for renewal within 24-hours
prior to the end of the current period, and identify the cost of the renewal-Subscriptions may be managed by the user and auto-renewal may be turned off by going to the user's Account Settings after purchase-Any unused portion of a free trial period, if offered, will be forfeited when the user purchases a subscription to that publication, where
applicableThese prices are for United States customers. Pricing in other countries may vary and actual charges may be converted to your local currency depending on the country of residence. Our Customer Success Team is available from 9am to 5pm, Monday - Friday (except on major holidays). Call us at 319-246-5271 and email us at
support@hltcorp.com with any questions.Privacy Policy - of Conditions - Dec 21, 2018 Version 6.8.4625 This version includes a few improvements to make your experience smoother. Let us know what you think by emailing us at feedback@hltcorp.com or by leaving a 5-star review. There are plenty of Flashcards and they cover a vast amount of
information. Recommend for board studying. Thanks for the review! This book along with PreTest is about all you need in reference to question sets for the shelf. Outside of question sets, your patients and possibly (but not necessarily) Case Files will fill in and complete the picture of your overall Psych rotation studies. I bought the 800 Q set, and for
some reason when they are randomized, the order misses some questions. Likewise, control over flagging and completed questions could be a bit better. Reason for loss of a star: broken questions on assigning condition to axis. Boo that. The developer, Higher Learning Technologies, has not provided details about its privacy practices and handling of
data to Apple. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The developer will be required to provide privacy details when they submit their next app update. Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy It’s been a long time coming for me to write this post. But I finally get to it – here are the top resources to honor your psychiatry shelf!
Below I’ll suggest the top 5 resources which helped me kill my psychiatry rotation and shelf exam! But first, I want to talk about Step 2 CK. I know you don’t want to hear it but that test will be here sooner than later. To help you, I’ve created a free step-by-step guide on how I studied to crush the exam. You can find the free guide here. Now let’s get
to the top resources for the psychiatry rotation (If you want to become a psychiatrist, check out this post here!). First Aid Psychiatry (A): The nice thing about the psychiatry rotation is that the topics are easier to master (in my opinion). Psychiatry is truly the ability to identify patterns, time frames, and behaviors to come to a diagnosis. Because the
material is a bit easier, your need for fancy resources is not needed. So one of the top resources for the psychiatry shelf is first aid. No it’s not the same first aid which gave you step 1 nightmare. This is First Aid Psychiatry. It’s a pretty small book (about 150 pages) which makes it great for a rotation. You can go through it several times through a
rotation and it’s really all you need for the rotation. Don’t worry I’ll share more resources for the psychiatry shelf next, but I’d recommend grabbing an updated edition of First Aid. The DSM criteria change throughout the years and the psychiatry shelf exams will also change accordingly. You can check out First Aid For The Psychiatry Clerkship here.
See Reviews On Amazon OnlineMedEd (A): OnlineMedEd has been one of my favorite resources during my third year in med school. The same is true for your psychiatry rotation and shelf. Honestly, I was expecting to use OME at all for this test, but the practice questions and videos blew me away. The videos made psych so simple! In particular, the
psych drugs we have to know for the shelf always made my anxious. They never came easily to me. But after using OME, I crushed that section on the test! In addition, the practice questions surprised me. I thought after going through UWORLD that I would know what I needed to know. But then I started getting stumped by some of OME questions.
Those practice questions definitely saved my butt on the psychiatry shelf exam. So check out OME here! You can also get $80 OFF for an annual subscription of OME if you use the following link (USe OME18 at Checkout!). Click Here To Get OME Discount. UWORLD Psychiatry (A+) UWORLD is almost always great for all your rotations. The same is
true for your psychiatry shelf exam. There are about 160-170 questions on the Psych section of UWORLD which is honestly more than enough. UWORLD does a great job of giving you many versions of a disease like bipolar, schizophrenia, and depression so you can practice differentiating common presentations. Honestly, you should be able to get a
great score on your shelf exam by going through UWORLD 2X. Two cycles through UWORLD is really the magic number to be able to distinguish minor differences between diseases. After that, you’ll be a pro at answer the clinical vignettes. As always, I recommend going through UWORLD from day one and front-loading your questions. There are
two benefits to this. You learn the high-yield info quicker and can look more impressive on the rotation Have more time to review at the end of the rotation for the shelf exam. Want to learn exactly how I studied for my shelf exams during my rotations? Check out this step-by-step post on how to ace on your shelf exams. Click here to read the post!
NBME Psychiatry Shelf Exam Practice Questions (A): There’s no better practice than questions from the makers of the real thing. Thus one of the best resources to honor your psychiatry shelf exam are the NBME practice tests. The psych shelf again is all about knowing the small variations between diseases. How does schizophrenia differ from
schizophreniform? How do you distinguish between borderline personality and dependent personality disorders? These small nuances are found through practice. So try to go through as many NBME practice exams (if not all) during your final two weeks of your rotation. Lange Psychiatry: I can’t give a grade to Lange Psychiatry because I didn’t use
it. But it is a commonly recommended resource for the psychiatry shelf exam. Are you someone who needs extra practice questions? How do 800+ questions sound? Lange Psychiatry is similar to other resources like Pre-Test in that the entire text is Q&A format. If you enjoy going through one subject at a time and then testing yourself, Lange
Psychiatry is perfect for you. In addition, the book has two full-length practice exams at the end to give you even more practice if you need it! For students who have used the resource, it seems to be a great add-on resource to something like OME or first aid. You can then take it with you on the wards and do questions during downtime (I had a good
deal during my psych rotation). Check out Lange Psychiatry and the reviews from other students here. See Reviews On Amazon There you have it. These were the top resources for the psychiatry rotation. If you use one or more of these resources, you’re highly likely to crush your psych shelf exam and get honors on the rotation! Have any resources
that I missed? Comment below so I can add it to the list! Enjoyed this blog post? Then I’m sure you’ll enjoy the following as well! How I Raised My Step 2 Score By 25+ Points Top Resources for Your Internal Medicine Rotation How To Get Honors on Your Rotations How To Write Better Progress Notes How To Study on Your Clinical Rotation (StepBy-Step Guide) Ultimate Guide on How To Study For Step 2 CK How To Give Better Patient Presentations On Your Rotations [How To Get Honors] Want the top tips to do well on your rotations? Want to learn how I got over 90% over my evaluators to give me honors? Want to learn how I graduated med school with a 3.9 GPA? If so join TheMDJourney
email mastermind community! For signing up you will get access to all our free guides including: Step-By-Step Guide on how to study During Rotation How To Crush The Step 2 CK Exam Guide Much More! In addition, you will be getting free access to my top tips to help you do better and stand out! Your residency application is going to be taken to a
different level! Interested? Sign up to our email community for free and get access to all our free guides here. Click here to join TheMDJourney email mastermind! Don’t miss out on advice which could change the course of your entire med school experience! That’s it for now! Hope to see around soon! Until next time my friend…
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